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28th April 2023"We specifically mean sharp and unpredictable changes in 
model outputs as a function of model scale on specific tasks"

..."emergent abilities may be creations of the 
researcher's choices, not a fundamental property 

of the model family on the specific task"

"...caused primarily by the researcher choosing a 
metric that nonlinearly or discontinuously deforms 

per-error token rates"



MPT-7B 5th May 2023



1st May 2023

"we introduce a non-invasive decoder that 
reconstructs continuous language from cortical 

semantic representations recorded using.... fMRI."

"Our decoder...(generates) candidate word 
sequences, scoring the likelihood that each 

candidate evoked the recorded brain responses 
and then selecting the best candidate"

"(Our experiment) suggests that subject cooperation 
remains necessary for decoder training"

Reading thoughts



26th April 2023"We used Deep RL to train a humanoid robot with 20 actuated 
joints to play a simplified one-versus-one soccer game"

"Our agents were trained in simulation and 
transferred to real robots zero-shot."



"The model is licensed under the BigCode 
OpenRAIL-M v1 license agreement."



26th April 2023"SAPLMA, a method that leverages the hidden layer activations 
of an LLM to predict the truthfulness of generated statements."

"SAPLMA outperforms few-shot prompting 
in detecting whether a statement is true or 
false, achieving accuracy levels between 

60% and 80% on specific topics."



3rd May 2023
"Our method extracts LLM rationales as 
additional supervision for small models"

"...our 770M T5 model outperforms 
the 540B PaLM model using only 

80% of available data..."



3rd May 2023

CEBRA: Consistent EmBeddings 
of high-dimensional Recordings 

using Auxiliary variables

"combines ideas from nonlinear ..ICA 
with contrastive learning"

"cebra is a self-supervised method for 
non-linear clustering that allows for 
label-informed time series analysis."



3rd May 2023Shap-E: a conditional generative model for 3D assets

"...Shap-E directly generates the parameters of implicit functions that can 
be rendered as both textured meshes and neural radiance fields."



April 2023

"examine the deployment of a chat assistant using data from 
5,000 agents working for a Fortune 500 software firm"

"...access to AI assistance increases the productivity 
of agents by 14%, as measured by the num. of 

customer issues they are able to resolve per hour"

"... these gains accrue disproportionately to less-
experienced and lower-skill workers."

"The majority of agents in our sample work from 
offices located in the Philippines"

Deployment period: Nov. 2020 - Feb. 2021

"...the first study of the impact of generative AI 
when deployed at scale in the workplace"



News Round-Up

"Altogether, outside investors now 
own more than 30% of OpenAI"



News Round-Up



News Round-Up

“Unified inference engine”

“Mojo!, a programming 
language for all AI developers”



“...independent commitment from leading AI developers, including 
Anthropic, Google, Hugging Face, Microsoft, NVIDIA, OpenAI, and 

Stability AI, to participate in a public evaluation of AI systems....”

News Round-Up

“The Taskforce will focus on opportunities to establish 
the UK as a world leader in foundation models and their 
applications across the economy, and acting as a global 

standard bearer for AI safety”



News Round-Up

"I am not capable of 
producing 1500 words…"

"NewsGuard identified 49 websites spanning seven languages..."

"in the form of what appear to 
be typical news websites"

"my cutoff date in 
September 2021"

""Death News: Sorry, I cannot fulfil this prompt as 
it goes against ethical and moral principles...."



AI Risk 22nd April 2023



AI Risk First week of May

"Good political, business and academic leaders 
surround themselves with staff whose members 

are often smarter than themselves."



AI Risk 1st May 2023

Tweet: "...raise your hand if you or someone you love has a 
terminal illness, believes AI has a chance at accelerating 

medical work exponentially, and doesn't have til Christmas to 
wait on your make believe moratorium..."

...I'm still advocating for us to slow down. 

The risk of a catastrophe there's no 
recovering from seems too high.

"If we could train AI systems powerful enough to 
automate everything these scientists and engineers 

do, they could help."



AGI 4th May

"As we get closer to AGI, it becomes less 
appropriate to treat it as a binary threshold."

"on most cognitive tasks, it beats most human 
experts who are given time t to perform the task"

t-AGI

Existing systems:

Are 1-second AGIs

Are close to 1-minute AGIs

Are a couple of years off from 1-year AGIs



Tools Round-Up



easier to to use with short prompts

Midjourney v5.1

higher coherence

fewer unwanted borders or text artifacts

"Lammas Land at dusk in the year 2030"



LaMini-LM

A Diverse Herd of Distilled 
Models from Large-Scale 

(2.58M) instructions



Microsoft Designer 27th April 2023





Movie Trailer Generation


